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A SILENCE WITHIN

A psychological suspense thriller about 
a troubled woman who commits 

a series of crimes 

and is forced to flee back to the city 
where she encounters her twin sister, 

her past, and murder.
 

A portrait of a troubled woman 
who runs away from her responsibilities 
and pursues a wild and reckless lifestyle.
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ACT 1

ACT III
Mercedes has been found
murdered. Detective Santucci
and Sabina wait for Fabiana
on her last performance at
the club. But she prepares
her revenge against Johnny.
Fabiana fires and hits her
lover in the chest while he is
talking to her twin sister, and
runs away again. 
The police are in hot pursuit,
and chase her through the
city. She knows the end is
near.
 

ACT II
Mercedes an established star of the
stage and screen meets Fabiana who is
looking for a job. Mercedes offers her an
audition at the Valentino Night Club.
The audition turns into a live
performance and the passion for
Johnny Rontoni the singer drives her
into a new criminal act when she
discovers the closest relationship
between her new love and her mentor
Mercedes.

Fabiana Moretti, a music
teacher at an elementary
school, left her class suddendly
and begin a serie of criminal
acts to pursue a glamorous
outfit.
Her twin sister Sabina knows
this is a beginning for an
uncontrolled situation with her
mental disorders and looks
fthe support of  Detective
Santucchi for some help.
Fabiana decides to leave the
town when she realizes the
police is chasing her.



Award winning filmmaker who writes,
produces, and directs. 
His recent film projects have inspired
him to explore his
Latin American roots in Colombia as
well as his interest in shooting in
Argentina, Chile, Mexico, 
and Spain.

JOSEPH D. PETERS
WRITER-PRODUCER-
DIRECTOR



This is the story of a disturbed woman 
whose life is spiraling downward 
in a pattern of destructive behavior.  
Both Fabiana and her twin sister, Sabina 
are tormented by their childhood 
memories of an abusive father.  
While Sabina remains good 
and faithful to the church, 
Fabiana turns to a life of crime 
and is forced to change her identity 
and flees back to the city. 
Fabiana is able to find work as an opening act 
in a night club and engages 
in a torrid affair with a nightclub singer.  
But, in a moment of passion, 
she once again turns to crime 
and walks down a one way street 
of no return.
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He is in his thirties, 
and handsome. 

His physical build is lean 
and mean. 

He is unshaven and his clothes 
needs pressing. 

He's a loner who walks 
to the beat 

of his own drum. 
A mysterious detective 

comes back for revenge.

CURTIS RAVEN

SABINA
&

FABIANA
MORETTI

Mariu Barcena

Identical twin sisters.  
One sister turns to a life of

crime.  
The other sister 

is deeply devoted to the
church.



Talented singer at
nightclub. Falls for
Fabiana and then

spirals downward into
her web of deceit.

Rodrigo Aragón

JOHNNY RONTONI



No nonsense detective.  
Wants to put his badge away 

and retire.  
Sabina comes to him for help.  

He goes to the city 
to find her twin sister,

Fabiana.

DETECTIVE SANDUCCI

Ray Liotta



ANNA DE LA CRUZ

Ruthless owner of the
nightclub 

in Buenos Aires. 
Doesn't trust Fabiana or 
her husband, Vincenzo 

who has been unfaithful in
the past.

Alejandra Meco



VINCENZO DE LA CRUZ

Married to a controlling
wife.  He has had love

affairs 
with multiple women.  
Gives Fabiana a break 

at the nightclub.

Paulo Brunetti



ISABELLA MORETTI

Mother of Fabiana
and Sabina.

An abused wife who
escapes Miguel by
going to church 

to pray.  
Comes back to a
horrific scene.  

 

Eleonora Wexler



MIGUEL  MORETTI
Gambler, alcoholic, 

and out of work. 
Abusive to his wife,
Isabella and his twin

daughters.

Danny Pardo



Jorge Booth Ray Angel Torres



MAURICIO VIDAL
CINEMATOGRAPHER

Award winning Cinematographer,
working extensively on a wide array of
projects, including Feature Films,
Documentaries, and International TV
Series such as Netflix NARCOS and 
EL CHAPO.

COLOUR PALETTE

ARGENTINA
ATTRACTIVE LOCATIONS IN BUENOS AIRES

The perfect setting for our story
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EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Content Producer member of NATPE with
more than twenty five years of solid
knowledge in US and LATAM media
Industry and an overall of 1000 hours of
content produced. Specialist on
development and production supervision
from inception to final delivery with
credits on the most profitable and
successful hispanic TV Series produced
with over 15MM budget. She has received
the 2006 ANDA Awards and the 2014 and
2018 International Emmy Awards
Nomination for a "Non English US Prime
time Program" for  TV Series produced
for NBC Studios- Telemundo.
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Oscar's Awarded Sound Editor on
Best Foreign Film THE SECRET IN
THEIR EYES. Other credits on SON
OF THE BRIDE, WILD TALES and
OPERATION FINALE.
 

RICHARD K. ALLEN
EDITOR
Film and sound editor with B.A in
Theater Arts from San Jose
State.   Credits on  "The Lord of
the Rings: The Quest Fulfilled"
Doc.,  "The Three Stooges - 50th
Anniversary (NBC TV Special)",
"A Man is Mostly Water",
"Growing up Lion, Growing Up
Tiger" (Animal Planet), and
"Extreme Surgery" (Discovery
Health Channel).

GILBERT BOTTCHER
COMPOSER

Member of ASCAP. MA in music
composition from UCLA. He
studied advanced music theory
with Roy Travis and orchestration
with Boris Kremenliev. Resident
composer for Tom Hill's The
Originals Only Theater Company,
Music Professor at Pasadena
Community College, and writer of
number scores for local theater
groups. 
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